Unit I

MY PROGRESS!

THE FIRST TRUMPETER

NAME: _____________________________________________________________________________DATE:_____________________________

I am just starting
to learn this, and
I don’t get it yet.

LONG NOTE
EXERCISES
Practice holding the sound
steady for several seconds

ARTICULATION
EXERCISES
Practice starting the sound
with a “T” and playing
several notes in a row.

HARMONIC NOTE
EXERCISES
Practice moving up, down,
and back and forth between
two harmonic notes

MAKE MUSIC!
Practice playing the asigned
pieces from each chapter

 I can make a sound, but
can’t hold it steady yet.

I am starting
to get it!

I can do it
pretty well!

I am getting really
good at this!

I can hold the sound steady
for a few seconds.

I can hold the sound
steady for 8 seconds.

I can hold the sound steady
for 12 seconds or more.

P

PP

I am having difficulty starting
my sound with a “T” or “D”.

 I can start the sound with
a “T” or “D”, but need to be
reminded sometimes.

P

PP

I am having difficulty
moving up or down between
two harmonic notes.

PP

I am having difficulty playing
the assigned pieces.

Sometimes I can play
the assigned pieces, but
it is still difficult.

P

PP

PP

 I usually start the sound
with a “T” or “D”, and can
play several notes in a row.

PP

I can move up and
down between two
harmonic notes.

PP

I can play the assigned
pieces, but sometimes I
make mistakes.

Student Self Evaluation forms utilize language from the 2014 National Coalition for Core Arts Standards (NAfME) Core Music Standards (PreK-8)

P

 I can move up, down, and
back and forth between
two harmonic notes.

PP

P

PP

PP

 I always start the sound
with “T” or “D”, and
can play 12 or more
notes in a row.

PP

P

PP

 Sometimes I can move
up and down between
two harmonic notes.

P

PP

P

PP

I can play the assigned pieces
by myself with no mistakes.

PP

PP

I SCORED ______ STARS!

